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Thematic Unit: Empathy, Grit, and Kindness
Anchored by Anne of Green Gables
This thematic unit has 74 lessons.
The 20-30 minute lessons allow for
flexible instruction throughout your day.
Teach three ELA lessons
and one math lesson each day.

Website—myreadtopia.com
Videos, audio presentations, student lessons, word study lessons, teacher tools,
and so much more!

Anne of Green Gables serves as the starting point for an integrated thematic unit focusing on Anne Shirley —
an orphan who comes to live at Green Gables. Every day with Anne is an adventure!

Content Area Topics for Empathy, Grit, and Kindness
Social Emotional
Calling 911, Bullying, Telling the Truth, Anger, Empathy
Social Studies
Alexander Graham Bell, Prince Edward Island
Science
Mixing Colors, Freckles

Informational Text Types for Empathy, Grit, and Kindness
• Article with a Sidebar

• Fantastic Facts

• Chart

• Map

• Claims and Evidence

• Timeline

• Compare and Contrast
• Directions

Math Domains for Empathy, Grit, and Kindness
• Division

• Multiplication

• Expressions & Equations

• Number Sense

• Money

• Time

© Start to Finish published by Don Johnston Inc
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Support Your Students in Their Journey Toward Functional Literacy
and Social-Emotional Growth!
In Readtopia, students systematically acquire more sophisticated language skills. This enables them
to understand and remember more complex language, ask meaningful questions, and follow complex
directions. As they learn, expand, and apply world knowledge across a variety of content areas
and activities, students can interact with peers and adults and participate in society more fully.

Develop Life Skills that Equip Students with Practical Tools that Foster Independence
Students practice life skills during the Anchor
portion of Readtopia lessons as they use everyday
life examples to connect new learning to prior
knowledge. Real Life Experience project-based
learning activities at the end of every Readtopia
unit integrate practical planning, organization,
research, speaking and listening skills related to
authentic vocational and avocational opportunities
within your classroom, school, and/or community.
And since you know your students better than
anyone, you may have ideas that will enhance
the effectiveness of the experiences provided
in these lessons. We encourage you to use
your teaching experience and knowledge
of your students—along with Readtopia curriculum
materials and lessons—to excite and challenge them
to reach their full potential in language and literacy.

What Is Social and Emotional Learning?
According to The Collaborative for Academic,
Social, and Emotional Learning (CASEL),
“social and emotional learning (SEL)
is the process through which children and adults
acquire and effectively apply the knowledge,
attitudes, and skills necessary to understand
and manage emotions, set and achieve
positive goals, feel and show empathy for others,
establish and maintain positive relationships,
and make responsible decisions.”

Pre- and Post-Assessment
Use Readtopia’s differentiated Close Reading Assessment
as a Pre-Test to measure students’ prior knowledge
of science, social studies and social-emotional topics.
Then, administer the assessment again at the end
of the unit to demonstrate student learning over the course
of unit instruction.

Explicit Lesson Objectives and Learning Strategies
The Empathy, Grit, and Kindness thematic unit

now includes explicit learning objectives that provide
the information you need to tie Readtopia Literature
Comprehension, Close Reading, and Video Response
lessons to your state standards. In addition, Literature Comprehension and Close Reading lessons
indicate the specific learning strategy that is used within each lesson to actively involve students
in the learning and thinking processes they need in order to become effective, strategic,
and successful readers and learners.
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Lesson Objectives
Literature Comprehension Lessons
Lesson 2

Compare the points of view of two or more characters in a text.

Lesson 9

Compare the description of characters in a written story with the visual presentation
of characters in a video of the same text.

Lesson 16

Determine the meaning of simple idioms.

Lesson 22

Use details from the text to retell the story.

Lesson 30

Identify how a character responds to a challenge.

Lesson 37

Recount events from the text related to the theme or central idea.

Lesson 42

Recount the events in the order they were presented.

Lessons 50, 63
Lesson 58

Identify words or phrases in text that show what the narrator / speaker
is thinking or feeling.
Identify which incidents in a story lead to subsequent action.
Close Reading Lessons

Lesson 5

Identify details in an informational text that are related to the text’s main idea.

Lesson 12

Analyze a text to determine what it says explicitly.

Lesson 19

Identify the evidence to support the claim the author makes.

Lesson 26

Compare and contrast the interactions between two characters.

Lesson 33

Ask and answer questions specific to the topic, text, or issue under discussion.

Lessons 40, 54

Analyze a text to determine what is says explicitly as well as what inferences
should be drawn.

Lessons 45, 61

Identify details that elaborate on an idea introduced in the text.

Lesson 66

Determine how two individuals and events are related in a text.

© Start to Finish published by Don Johnston Inc
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Lesson Objectives
Math Lessons
Lesson 8

Use the time vocabulary—before, during, and after.

Lesson 11

Work independently to complete a time activity.

Lesson 18

Solve different equations with the same solution.

Lesson 21

Work independently to complete an expressions and equations activity.

Lesson 27

Use the dollar-up method to determine the cost of an item.

Lesson 31

Work independently to complete a money activity.

Lesson 39

Use division to measure ingredients for a recipe.

Lesson 43

Work independently to complete a division activity.

Lesson 51

Use the multiplication vocabulary groups and objects.

Lesson 55

Work independently to complete a multiplication activity.

Lesson 64

Use manipulatives to identify fractions.

Lesson 68

Work independently to complete a number sense activity.
Video Lessons

Lessons 1, 49

Identify information presented in diverse media and formats
related to a literary text.

Lesson 4

Use a clock to tell time.

Lesson 14

Identify the parts of an equation.

Lesson 24

Use the dollar-up method to pay for an item.

Lesson 35

Complete a division problem using visual supports.

Lesson 46

Compare the experience of reading or listening to a written story
with the experience of watching video of the same text.

Lesson 47

Complete a multiplication problem using visual supports.

Lesson 56

Identify details related to the main idea of a video presentation.

Lesson 59

identify a variety of fractions.
Writing Lessons
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Lesson 23

Write one or more reasons to support a claim about a topic.

Lesson 52

Identify a topic and write to convey ideas and information.
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Vocabulary Tips
Locate and print word cards from the website to help your students
make connections to the characters and build vocabulary skills.

Sight Words
The following is a list of sight words specific to Anne of Green Gables.
The pages where these words are located within the graphic novel
will help you teach these words in context. Locate word cards of the
sight words on the website under the Unit Resources Tab and ideas
to support your instruction in the Curriculum Guide.

Sight Words

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

best

Pg. 24

Pgs. 25, 44

Pgs. 29, 58

Pgs. 29, 58

don’t*

Pgs. 8-9

Pgs. 13, 20, 39

Pgs. 9-10, 12-13, 27

Pgs. 9-10, 12-13, 21

green

Pgs. 6, 12, 22-23, 25

Pgs. 6, 8, 40-41

Pgs. 6-7, 13-14, 19, 49

Pgs. 6-7, 13-14, 19

help*

Pgs. 7, 19, 24-25

Pgs. 7, 32-33, 45, 48

laugh

Pgs. 15, 20

Pgs. 24, 26

Pg. 48

morning

Pgs. 11, 20

Pg. 36

Pgs. 16, 47-48

my

Pgs. 8, 10, 16, 19, 23

Pgs. 32, 41

soon

Pgs. 23-24

Pgs. 41, 45

that*

Pgs. 10, 12-14, 21

Pgs. 16, 20-21, 38-39

went

Pgs. 7, 15, 19-20

Pgs. 9, 16, 23-33, 36, 44 Pgs. 8-9, 17-18, 23, 25

your

Pgs. 13, 23

Pgs. 27, 39, 41

Pgs. 10, 14, 16, 21, 27, 31

Pgs. 19, 47-48

Pgs. 9-11, 16, 21

*AAC Core Vocabulary Words
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Lesson Plan
Lesson Type Key
Video
Lesson

Literature Comprehension
Lesson
Independent
Reading Tool

Graphic
Novels

Lesson

Type

Close Reading
Lesson

Phonics Lesson /
Word Study
Writing
Lesson

Assessment

Lesson Title

Located

Math
Lesson
Real Life Experience
Activity

Completed

Chapter 1: Matthew Is Surprised
1

Video Lesson: Anne Comes to Green Gables

Pgs. 12-13

2

Literature Comprehension Lesson
Comprehension Strategy | Problem-Solution

Pgs. 14-16

3

Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words
or Word Study Lesson: Change the Word**

Pgs. 17-18

4

Math Video Lesson: Time

Pgs. 19-21

5

Close Reading Lesson
Map Activity | Prince Edward Island

Pgs. 22-23

6

Independent Reading/Shared Reading Lesson
Graphic Novels

Pgs. 24-25

7

Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words
or Word Study Lesson: Word Builder**

See Lesson 3
(Pgs. 17-18)

8

Math Lesson: Hands-On Application
Domain | Time

Pgs. 26-28

**Word Study Answer Key found on Pgs. 153-154
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Lesson Type

Lesson Title

Lesson Plan
Located Completed

Chapter 2: Marilla Is Surprised
9

Literature Comprehension Lesson
Comprehension Strategy | Compare and Contrast
Character Descriptions

10

Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words
or Word Study Lesson: Slice and Dice**

11

Math Lesson: Independent Practice
Domain | Time

12

Close Reading Lesson
Article with a Sidebar | Freckles

13

Independent Reading/Shared Reading Lesson
Graphic Novels

See Lesson 6
(Pgs. 24-25)

14

Math Video Lesson: Expressions & Equations

Pgs. 37-38

15

Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words
or Word Study Lesson: Word+Word**

See Lesson 3
(Pgs. 17-18)

Pgs. 29-33

See Lesson 3
(Pgs. 17-18)
Pg. 34
Pgs. 35-36

Chapter 3: Marilla Makes Up Her Mind
16

Literature Comprehension Lesson
Comprehension Strategy | Identify the Meaning
of Idioms

17

Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words
or Word Study Lesson: Word in a Word**

18

Math Lesson: Hands-On Application
Domain | Expressions & Equations

Pgs. 42-45

19

Close Reading Lesson
Claims and Evidence | Empathy

Pgs. 46-47

20

21

Pgs. 39-41

See Lesson 3
(Pgs. 17-18)

Independent Reading/Shared Reading Lesson
Graphic Novels

See Lesson 6
(Pgs. 24-25)

Modified Cloze Maze / Vocabulary Assessment

Pgs. 48-49

Math Lesson: Independent Practice
Domain | Expressions & Equations

© Start to Finish published by Don Johnston Inc
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Lesson Plan
Lesson Type

Lesson Title

Located Completed

Chapter 4: Anne Meets Mrs. Lynde
22

Literature Comprehension Lesson
Comprehension Strategy | Beginning, Middle, and End

Pgs. 51-54

23

Writing Lesson: Argument

Pgs. 55-57

24

Math Video Lesson: Money

Pgs. 58-59

25

Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words
or Word Study Lesson: Change the Word**

26

Close Reading Lesson
Compare and Contrast | Anne vs Rachel

Pgs. 60-61

27

Math Lesson: Hands-On Application
Domain | Money

Pgs. 62-64

28

Independent Reading/Shared Reading Lesson
Graphic Novels

See Lesson 6
(Pgs. 24-25)

29

Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words
or Word Study Lesson: Word Builder**

See Lesson 3
(Pgs. 17-18)

See Lesson 3
(Pgs. 17-18)

Chapter 5: A Friend and an Enemy

8

30

Literature Comprehension Lesson
Comprehension Strategy | Cause and Effect

31

Math Lesson: Independent Practice
Domain | Money

32

Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words
or Word Study Lesson: Slice and Dice**

33

Close Reading Lesson
Chart | What Would You Do?

34

Independent Reading/Shared Reading Lesson
Graphic Novels

35

Math Video Lesson: Division

36

Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words
or Word Study Lesson: Word+Word**

Empathy, Grit, and Kindness | Anne of Green Gables

Pgs. 65-67
Pg. 68
See Lesson 3
(Pgs. 17-18)
Pgs. 69-71
See Lesson 6
(Pgs. 24-25)
Pgs. 72-73
See Lesson 3
(Pgs. 17-18)
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Lesson Type

Lesson Title

Lesson Plan
Located Completed

Chapter 6: The Lie
37

Literature Comprehension Lesson
Comprehension Strategy | Retell a Story

38

Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words
or Word Study Lesson: Word in a Word**

39

Math Lesson: Hands-On Application
Domain | Division

Pgs. 77-81

40

Close Reading Lesson
Article with a Sidebar | Telling White Lies

Pgs. 82-83

41

Pgs. 74-76
See Lesson 3
(Pgs. 17-18)

Independent Reading/Shared Reading Lesson
Graphic Novels

See Lesson 6
(Pgs. 24-25)

Modified Cloze Maze / Vocabulary Assessment

Pgs. 84-85

Chapter 7: The Bottle of Medicine
42

Literature Comprehension Lesson
Comprehension Strategy | Sequence of Events

43

Math Lesson: Independent Practice
Domain | Division

44

Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words
or Word Study Lesson: Change the Word**

45

Close Reading Lesson
Directions | Calling 911

Pgs. 89-91

46

Video Lesson: Anne Gets Teased

Pgs. 92-94

47

Math Video Lesson: Multiplication

Pgs. 95-96

48

Independent Reading/Shared Reading Lesson
Graphic Novels

See Lesson 6
(Pgs. 24-25)

49

Video Lesson: Anne Quits School

Pgs. 97-100

© Start to Finish published by Don Johnston Inc
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See Lesson 3
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Lesson Plan
Lesson Type

Lesson Title

Located Completed

Chapter 8: Two Kinds of Trouble
50

Literature Comprehension Lesson
Comprehension Strategy | Asking “Who?” and “Why?”
Questions

Pgs. 101-103

51

Math Lesson: Hands-On Application
Domain | Multiplication

Pgs. 104-106

52

Writing Lesson: Descriptive

Pgs. 107-110

53

Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words
or Word Study Lesson: Word Builder**

See Lesson 3
(Pgs. 17-18)

54

Close Reading Lesson
Article with a Sidebar | Alexander Graham Bell

55

Math Lesson: Independent Practice
Domain | Multiplication

56

Video Lesson: The First Long Distance Phone Call

57

Independent Reading/Shared Reading Lesson
Graphic Novels

Pgs. 111-112
Pg. 113
Pgs. 114-116
See Lesson 6
(Pgs. 24-25)

Chapter 9: A Broken Foot and Green Hair
58

Literature Comprehension Lesson
Comprehension Strategy | Cause and Effect

Pgs. 117-120

59

Math Video Lesson: Number Sense

Pgs. 121-123

60

Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words
or Word Study Lesson: Slice and Dice**

See Lesson 3
(Pgs. 17-18)

61

Close Reading Lesson
Directions | Mixing Colors

Pgs. 124-125

Independent Reading/Shared Reading Lesson
Graphic Novels

See Lesson 6
(Pgs. 24-25)

Modified Cloze Maze / Vocabulary Assessment

Pgs. 126-127

62
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Lesson Type

Lesson Title

Lesson Plan
Located Completed

Chapter 10: Best of Friends
63

Literature Comprehension Lesson
Pgs. 128-130
Comprehension Strategy | Identify Feelings in the Story

64

Math Lesson: Hands-On Application
Domain | Number Sense

Pgs. 131-133

65

Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words
or Word Study Lesson: Word+Word**

See Lesson 3
(Pgs. 17-18)

66

Close Reading Lesson
Timeline | Anne and Gilbert’s Friendship

Pgs. 134-136

67

Independent Reading/Shared Reading Lesson
Graphic Novels

See Lesson 6
(Pgs. 24-25)

68

Math Lesson: Independent Practice
Domain | Number Sense

69

Alphabet Instruction Lesson: Learning Letters
or Phonics Lesson: Making Words
or Word Study Lesson: Word in a Word**

Pg. 137
See Lesson 3
(Pgs. 17-18)

End-of-Unit Activities
70

End-of-Book Assessment /
Close Reading Assessment

71

Math Unit Assessment

72

Real Life Experience Activity

73

Real Life Experience Activity

74

Real Life Experience Activity

© Start to Finish published by Don Johnston Inc
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Pgs. 140

Pgs. 141-152
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Lesson 1

Video Lesson: Anne Comes to Green Gables
Topic | Preview of the story, Anne of Green Gables
Objective | Identify information presented in diverse media and formats
related to a literary text.
ANCHOR

Instructional Terms
movie preview

Activate Background Knowledge

A movie preview shows
you some interesting
or exciting parts of a movie.
Movie previews try to make
you want to see the movie.

Before a new movie comes to a movie theater,
we start to see commercials about that movie.
We call these commercials “movie previews.”
Let’s look at one of these commercials.
See if you can guess what movie this trailer is about.

Show a movie trailer for a movie your students have likely seen or that they are familiar with.
For example:
• Star Wars: The Last Jedi—https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_iDA4_-TESM
• Black Panther—https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjDjIWPwcPU
• Avengers: Infinity War—https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjDjIWPwcPU
• Harry Potter—https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eKSB0gXl9dw
• Incredibles 2—https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i5qOzqD9Rms

What movie is this preview about?
Pause for student responses.

Does the preview tell us the whole story?
Pause for student responses.

No! The preview tells us a little bit about the movie. It might tell us about the characters.
It might tell us where the movie happens. This is also called the setting of the movie.
The preview shows us just enough of the story to make us want to see the movie!

Purpose Statement
We are beginning a new reading unit. As part of our new unit, we are going to read the book,
Anne of Green Gables. Before we begin reading our book, we are going to see a video preview
about the story. Watch the video to learn a little bit about Anne of Green Gables!

12
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Lesson 1

Watch
Watch the Video
Pass Out Anne Comes to Green Gables Video Sheets

Apply
We watched a video preview. The video showed us a little bit of the story of Anne of Green Gables.
Did the video make you want to read Anne’s story? Why or why not?
Pause for student responses.

Let’s think about what we learned about the story of Anne of Green Gables. Look for details
in the pictures to help you remember and tell your partner what you learned.

Included are eight screen shots from the video to help with your classroom discussion.
Larger versions for students are available at myreadtopia.com.
© Start to Finish published by Don Johnston Inc
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Lesson 2

Literature Comprehension Lesson
Chapter 1: Matthew Is Surprised
Comprehension Strategy | Problem-Solution
Objective | Compare the points of view of two or more characters
or narrators in a text.
Teacher Preparation
Apply Activity: Print one Problem-Solution worksheet
for each student. Prepare to display the worksheet
for the class as you work through it together.

ANCHOR
Activate Background Knowledge
1. Have you ever tried to solve a problem for a friend?

Problem-Solution Worksheet

Pause for student responses.

Sometimes when we try to solve a problem, things turn out good.
And sometimes, things turn out bad. Today, I am going to tell
you a story about Pat and Max. Listen to the story to find
Pat’s problem. Listen to find Max’s solution to Pat’s problem.
2. Read the story from beginning to end.
Pat is waiting for his mom to get home
after school. He cannot have any friends
over when he is home alone. Pat feels lonely.
He tells his friend Max that he feels lonely
sitting by himself. Max tells Pat that he should
get a puppy. A puppy will solve Pat’s problem!
But Pat isn’t sure what his mom would say.

Instructional Terms
problem
something that goes wrong
and needs to be fixed
solution
the thing (or things) that
you do to fix something
that has gone wrong

3. On the board or chart paper, write the words Problem and Solution. Read the story again.
Pause as needed to guide students as they answer the questions below. Record students’
answers to each question (example shown on the next page).

What is Pat’s problem?
What is Max’s solution?

14
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Lesson 2

Problem

Solution

Pat feels lonely sitting home alone.

Pat should get a puppy.

4. Do you think getting a puppy is a good solution or a bad solution?
Pause for student responses.

Let’s think about some good things and bad things about getting a puppy.
I am going to say some good things and some bad things about getting a puppy.
You signal (raise your hand, look up, or give me a thumbs up) to tell me if you think
I am saying something good or something bad about getting a puppy.
Read the following sentences aloud, one at a time. Pause for student responses.
NOTE: as student communication abilities allow, ask students to explain their answers.
• A puppy can cost a lot of money. Is this a good thing… or a bad thing?
• A puppy can be your best friend. Is this a good thing… or a bad thing?
• A puppy can protect you. Is this a good thing… or a bad thing?
• It takes a lot of time to train a puppy. Is this a good thing… or a bad thing?

Encourage students to share their thoughts about additional
good and bad things that can happen if Pat gets a puppy.
Add their thoughts to the table.
(For example: puppies need to be potty trained, puppies are cuddly, etc.)

Purpose Statement
In this chapter, Marilla decides to solve a problem for Matthew. Read to find Matthew’s problem.
Point to the word Problem on the worksheet.

Then, read to find Marilla’s solution to Matthew’s problem.
Point to the word Solution on the worksheet.

Read
Read Chapter 1 of the Conventional Level 7 book aloud OR listen to the audio presentation
located on the website lesson page. Stop no more than once to remind students that they
are reading to answer the questions:
• What is Matthew’s problem?
• What is Marilla’s solution?
• What might be good and bad about Marilla’s solution?

© Start to Finish published by Don Johnston Inc
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Lesson 2

Apply
After Reading Task
1. Hand out the Problem-Solution worksheet. Display the Problem-Solution worksheet
for the class. Work as a group to identify and record the Problem and the Solution
on the worksheet. Use the following questions to guide your discussion.

• Marilla thinks that Matthew has a problem. What is Matthew’s problem?
• Marilla has a solution to Matthew’s problem. What does Marilla decide
to do to help Matthew with the chores?
(Adopt an orphan boy to help Matthew with the chores.)
2. Work as a group to complete the rest
of the Problem-Solution worksheet.
Work together to talk about the
possible good and bad things that
Marilla and Matthew think about
adopting an orphan.

Matthew needs help with the chores.
Adopt an orphan boy to help with chores.

• One at a time, read each sentence
in the table.
• Ask students to vote (raise their hand,
look up, give thumbs up) to decide
whether the sentence represents
something good about getting
an orphan boy, or something bad.
• Draw a circle around the word
that represents students’ opinion.
• Have students draw circles around
the correct answers on their
individual worksheets.

Extension
After completing the worksheet,
ask students:
What if you were an orphan?
How would you feel about that?
Why would you feel that way?

Follow-up and Feedback
Return to the text to confirm answers and add additional information from the text.

16
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Lesson 3

Phonics Instruction
Students with complex instructional needs, who all reside in a single classroom, require differentiated
phonics instruction at their individual levels. Readtopia‘s Phonics Instruction enables you to address
the needs of all your learners in every Phonics Instruction block by setting up stations around your classroom
where different instruction and activities are being carried out.
Word Study Lessons are aimed at meeting the instructional needs of your Conventional level students.
These lessons are designed to further students’ abilities to decode words with multiple syllables
by attending to prefixes, suffixes, and roots. The goal is for students to move beyond single syllable words
while building curiosity in words. Students learn to generalize that knowledge and apply those strategies
when approaching unknown and more difficult words.
The book-specific Word Study Lessons are located within each Thematic Unit.
Under the Unit Resources Tab (located on the left-hand side), scroll to the
bottom of the page to see printable lessons.

Change the Word

Word Builder

Word+Word

© Start to Finish published by Don Johnston Inc

Slice and Dice

Word in a Word
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Lesson 3

Phonics Instruction
Making Words Lessons address the needs of your Transitional
level students. These lessons are based on the work of Dr. Patricia
Cunningham and have been modified to address the needs of students
with significant disabilities. They focus on decoding single-syllable
words. The intent is for students to read and spell single syllable words.
Making Words Lessons are located under the Resources tab,
located in the top navigation bar on the homepage of the
Readtopia website.

Important!

The words in each lesson are presented in a prescribed order
using specific wording, and should not be changed randomly.

Alphabet Instruction
Learning Letters offer teachers an explicit approach to alphabet
instruction for Emergent level students. These lessons use an adapted
Enhanced Alphabetic Knowledge routine developed by Jones
and colleagues (2013), which include strategies by Erickson
and Koppenhaver (2019). These explicit and effective instruction
lessons of letter names, shapes, and sounds also focus on the
application and use of alphabetic knowledge.
Designed to be taught daily, Learning Letters lessons present
a new letter each day. A consistent 4-step instructional routine
is repeated over the course of five instructional cycles. Each cycle
varies the order of letter instruction based on features that make
letters easier—or harder—to learn. Unique practice activities
included in each of the five cycles engage students in the application
and use of alphabet knowledge, and provide variety within the context
of a consistent instructional routine.
The Learning Letters approach to teaching alphabetic knowledge provides repetition and practice
that is distributed over time to support deeper learning, application and use (Jones & Reutzel, 2012).

Important!

Phonics Instruction activities are recommended for students reading at individualized
reading levels. These levels often overlap, requiring that a student be moved to a more
or less difficult phonics activity level to ensure growth and success. Use your knowledge
and observation of your students to identify when such a shift will benefit them.
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MATH Video Lesson: TIME
Domain | Time
Chapter 1: Matthew Is Surprised
Important!

If you have students who do not know how to use a
clock, show the Using a Clock supplemental video
prior to the start of this lesson.

Anchor
Purpose Statement
IIn this video, we will look at a clock and tell the time. Some clocks have two hands that point at the
numbers. One hand is short and one hand is long. Watch the video to see which hand tells us about
the hour.

Watch
Discussion Questions
Let’s talk about the video.
1. What was the video about?
2. What was your favorite part about the video?
3. Some clocks have a long hand and a short hand. One hand tells about the hour. The other hand
tells about the minutes. Which hand tells about the hour? The long hand or the short hand?

Challenge Questions
(Use these if you think your students need additional questions to increase the length
of the lesson and overall complexity)
4. How many minutes are there between each of the numbers on the clock?
5. If the long hand is on the 8, what is the time in minutes?
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Vocabulary Instruction
We have some new vocabulary words we are going to need to know
for our time lesson. Our first word is before.
Hold up picture of before

Before is in front of or at an earlier time. For example, your parent
might say, “I want you in bed before 9 o’clock.”
Hold up the picture of during

Our next word is during. During is the time when something is
happening. For example, we study about numbers during math time.
Hold up the picture of after

Our last word is after. After is behind or at a later time. For example, I usually eat my dinner
after 6 o’clock.

SUMMARY QUIZ
Now, we are going to play a vocabulary game. Our vocabulary game includes our new math words.
It also includes some words from our last math lesson. First, I will give you some pictures. Then I will
say a word. I want you to find the right picture for each word. Ready?
Hold up the word during

The first word is during. Find during.
Hold up the word Anne

The next word is Anne. Find Anne.
Hold up the word before

The next word is before. Find before.
Hold up the word Green Gables

The next word is Green Gables. Find Green Gables.
Hold up the word after

The last word is after. Find after.
Great job! You learned about three important words today. You learned about the words before,
during, and after. Remember, before is in front of or at an earlier time. During is the time when
something is happening. And, after is behind or at a later time.
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Challenge Activity
(Use these if you think your students need additional questions to increase the length of the lesson
and overall complexity)
Read a definition and have the students find the correct picture card. Example: Show me the picture
that means a number of people or things that are close together. The students would then select
the picture for group.
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Close Reading Lesson
Map Activity | Use a map to identify real vs fictitious places;
Identify a character as real or fictitious.
Objective | Identify details in an informational text
that are related to the text’s main idea.
Teacher Preparation
• Draw or print a copy of a simple map showing your state or province with cities and towns.

ANCHOR

Instructional Terms
map

Activate Background Knowledge

a drawing of a place
(like a city, a country,
the world, the night sky,
the solar system, etc.)

Display a simple map of your state or province that shows
cities and towns.

This is a map of our state / province. On this map, we can find towns
and cities. All of these towns and cities are real. If we use this map
to travel to a town, that town will be exactly where the map says it will be.
Point to the name of the city / town where your students attend school.

This is the name of the city / town where we go to school.
What is the name of this city / town?
Pause for student response.

Yes! This is ____________________. We know that this city / town is real. It’s on the map!
Place a green sticky dot on the map near your city.
Then, point to and read the name of one city / town that is near your city.

This city / town is near <name of your city / town>.
What other cities or towns do you think are near <name of your city / town>?
Record student responses on the board.

Let’s look at the map to see if those cities are real. Let’s look at the map
to see whether those cities are near <name of your city / town>?
Place red sticky dots on the map near the cities and / or towns that students name.
Point out additional cities / towns nearby if students don’t name them.
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On the map, we found the name of the city / town where we go to school.
Point to the location.

We found the names of cities and towns near <name of your city / town> on the map.
We know these places are real. They are on the map!

Purpose Statement
Some of the places in the story of Anne of Green Gables are real. One place in the story
is not real. Let’s read to learn which places are real. Let’s read to learn which place is not real.

Pass Out Close Reading Passage

READ
Use the Successful Strategies adult tip sheets to support instruction.

APPLY
We read a map. We learned that some places in the story of Anne of Green Gables
are real. We learned that one place in the story is not real. Turn your page over
and let’s see what you learned. Remember that it’s OK to turn back to the front page
to find and check your answers!
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Lesson 6

Independent/Guided/Shared Reading Lesson
In the cycle of Thematic Unit lessons, Independent/Guided/Shared Reading appears every 3-4 lessons
following the whole group Literature Chapter Comprehension Lesson(s). During this important lesson time,
students have the opportunity to re-read literature chapter content at the reading levels, and with the
picture support, that will most effectively foster fluent reading, enhance student confidence, and build
reading stamina.
Here’s how it works at each level:
The Readtopia Curriculum Guide, located in the navigation
bar at the top of the website homepage, provides video
and text support for effective instructional strategy use.

Independent Reading Practice for Conventional Readers
(Levels 5-7)
To ensure a successful independent reading experience, provide students
with the leveled reading materials that match the reading level you identified
for them using the Readtopia Placement Tool (Graphic Novels for Conventional
5 & 6, Start-to-Finish Library book for Conventional 7).
During this independent reading time, be sure to have deskside conferences
with individual students to listen to their reading, praise progress, and offer
guidance.

Important!

•
•
•
•
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For students reading at ALL levels:
Provide each student with their own copy of the graphic novel.
If a student is struggling, offer a lower level graphic novel
to build confidence.
If a student needs additional challenges, offer a higher level
graphic novel.
Encourage students to bring their books home to read to family
members.
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Guided Reading Lesson for Transitional Readers (Levels 3-4)
Begin by reading the Transitional Level 4 text aloud to both Transitional 3 and 4 students working together
in a small group. Give each student the graphic novel that matches the reading level you identified for them
using the Readtopia Placement Tool.
At both Transitional levels, the sentence structure remains simple, but the number of sentences per page
increases intentionally to build students’ reading volume and self-confidence. Support students as they
work individually to read the text at their placement level. Student familiarity with the story chapter read
during the Literature Comprehension lesson and modeled reading helps build success.

Shared Reading Lesson for Emergent Readers (Levels 1-2)
Use the Emergent Level 2 graphic novel to engage students at Emergent levels
1 and 2 in a group shared reading experience, during which the teacher reads
to students. Be sure to help students “notice” familiar words and concepts,
point out key story vocabulary, think aloud about the information in the pictures
(e.g. Sacagawea’s house doesn’t look like my house! Her house is round,
and mine is square.), and make personal connections to the story
(e.g. Sacagawea looks like she was about your age, Jessica!).

Independent Reading Tools
Use the Independent Reading Tool (IRT) each time students read their graphic
novel. This tool guides readers to make connections to the story and to track
their reading volume. Use the same IRT during the reading of the whole book
to get a cumulative picture of a student’s progress.

Level Indicator

You will find this student tool under the Resources tab,
located in the navigation bar at the top of the Readtopia homepage.
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math lesson: Hands-On Application
Domain | Time
Chapter 1: Matthew Is Surprised
ANCHOR
Activate Background Knowledge
1. Write down three places you visit as a class from the schedule in order of occurrence.
a. Art/Music/Library/Gym
b. Cafeteria
c. Classroom
2. Write down the words before, during, and after on the board.
3. Read through the schedule using the words before, during, and after. Use the word during
to describe the second event listed (“during lunch we are eating in the cafeteria.”).
4. Next ask students what comes before and after.
5. Remind the students that:
a. Before: in front of or at an earlier time.
b. During: is the time when something is happening.
c. After: behind or at a later time.

Purpose Statement
Let’s work together to organize a train schedule.
Students work together to organize the journey using before, during, and after.
Students will also match specific times to places on the schedule.
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Apply
Train Schedule Activity
During this portion of the lesson, students are divided into four groups based on ability.
Differentiated instruction is delivered in small groups.

We are going to work together to organize a train schedule. First, we are going to put the schedule
in the right order. Then we will match locations to the time the train arrives.
Group 1 (M1)
Give students two activities: (1) following the map; and, (2) digging for treasure. The first occurs
right Print off two copies of the train schedule. Cut up one copy and give students two locations,
one that is directly after Avonlea and one that the train arrives at during a different part
of the day. Have students identify which location comes “next.”

Here are two locations from the train schedule. We are in Avonlea. Show me where the train
is stopping next?
Group 2 (M2-M3)
Have students match train locations to specific times. Print off two copies of the train schedule.
Cut up one copy and give students two locations, and two corresponding times. Have students
organize locations using “before” and “after.”

Here are two locations from our train schedule. Show me which location comes before Avonlea.
Show me which location comes after Avonlea. Now, we are going to match the location
with the time the train arrives. Nova Scotia is the stop before Avonlea. The train arrives
at Nova Scotia at 1:00. Find the card with 1:00 and match it to Nova Scotia. White Sands
is the stop after Avonlea. The train arrives at White Sands at 5:00. Find the card with 5:00
and match it to White Sands.
Group 3 (M4)
Print off two copies of the train schedule. Cut up one copy and give students three locations,
and three blank note cards to write times. Have students write the times of the train schedule
when the teacher states the time.

Today we are going to be writing down some times. Remember, when we write the time, we write
the hour, then two dots, then the minutes. Watch me write 10:15 (demonstrate). Let’s get started.
Here are some locations from our train schedule. We are going to write the times that the train
arrives. Our first location is Nova Scotia. Nova Scotia is the stop before Avonlea. The train arrives
at Nova Scotia at 1:00. Write 1:00 on one of your note cards. (Pause) Now, match it to Nova Scotia.
Next the train goes to Avonlea. The train arrives at Avonlea at 3:30. Write 3:30 on a different note
card. (Pause) Now, match 3:30 to Avonlea. After Avonlea, the train goes to White Sands. The train
arrives at White Sands at 5:00. Write 5:00 on your last note card. (Pause) Now, match 5:00 to
White Sands.
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APPLY
Group 4 (M5-M6)
Print off two copies of the train schedule. Cut up one copy and give students three locations,
and six blank note cards to write times. Have students write the times of the train schedule
when the teacher states the time. Have students add time to the scheduled events to come up
with a new time.

Today we are going to be writing down some times. Remember, when we write the time,
we write the hour, then two dots, then the minutes. Watch me write 10:15 (demonstrate).
Now, I am going to add 30 mins. I am going to write the new time on a different card.
10:15 plus 30 mins is 10:45. I am going to write 10:45 (demonstrate). Let’s get started.
Here are some locations from our train schedule. We are going to write the times that the train
departs. and the times the train arrives. Our first location is Nova Scotia. Nova Scotia is the
stop before Avonlea. The train leaves Nova Scotia at 1:30. Write 1:30 on one of your note cards.
(Pause)
Now, match it to Nova Scotia. (Pause)
The train ride lasts 2 hours. Add 2 hours to 1:30 and write your new time down. (Pause)
1:30 plus 2 hours is 3:30. Did you get 3:30? Next the train leaves Avonlea and travels
to White Sands. The train leaves Avonlea at 4:00. Write 4:00 on a note card. (Pause)
Now, match it to Avonlea. (Pause)
The train ride lasts 1 hour. Add 1 hour to 4:00 and write your new time down. (Pause)
4:00 plus 1 hour is 5:00. Did you get 5:00? After White Sands the train goes to Summerside.
The train departs White Sands at 5:30. Write 5:30 on your last note card. (Pause)
Now, match it to White Sands. (Pause)
The train ride lasts 30 minutes. Add 30 minutes to 5:30 and write your new time down. (Pause)
5:30 plus 30 minutes is 6:00. Did you get 6:00?

Follow-Up
Review the three locations that you worked with. Go over where the train traveled before,
during and after Avonlea. Tell the class the specific times of each location.

We worked together to organize part of a train schedule. Don’t forget that before means
‘in front of’ or ‘at an earlier time’. During means the time when something is happening.
And, after means ‘behind’ or ‘at a later time’.
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Lesson 9

Literature Comprehension Lesson
Chapter 2: Marilla Is Surprised
Comprehension Strategy | Compare and Contrast Character Descriptions
Objective | Compare the description of characters in a written story with
the visual presentation of characters in a video of the same text.
Teacher Preparation
• Display pictures of Anne of Green
Gables characters from the book
and video as shown.
NOTE: It is important that pictures
be printed or displayed in color
in order for students to identify
physical characteristics.

Book Pictures

Video Pictures

• Anchor Activity: On the board or chart paper, draw a graphic organizer as shown.
Place two pictures of Matthew above the columns as shown.

Book

Video

Anchor Activity Graphic Organizer
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• Apply Activity: On the board or chart paper, draw a graphic organizer as shown.
Place two pictures of Anne above the columns.
NOTE: Pictures provided on the Readtopia website. In the Empathy, Grit, and Kindness
Thematic Unit, pictures for this lesson can be found in the Student Tools section of the
Unit Resources webpage.

How does the author
describe Anne
in the book?

Book

Video

Apply Activity Graphic Organizer

ANCHOR

Instructional Terms
character

Activate Background Knowledge

The characters in a book
or video are the people that
the book or video is about.

1. When different people read a book, they use words
from the story to imagine what the characters look like.
Good readers make pictures of characters in their minds.

describe
to say what someone
or something is like

Point to the images of multiple characters from the book.

In our book, Anne of Green Gables, an artist has drawn
pictures of the people in the book. The artist read the book,
then imagined what these characters looked like.
Point to the images of multiple characters from the book.

We watched a video about Anne of Green Gables. The person who made
the video found actors that he thought looked like the characters in the book!
Point to the pictures of characters from the video.
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2. Now, let’s look at pictures of Matthew from our story. One picture is a drawing from the book.
The other is a picture from the video.

The book does not tell us much about what Matthew looks like. It only tells us that
he is 60 years old and that he is a kind man. The artist who drew this picture thought
that Matthew looks like this.
Point to the book illustration.

The person who made the video thought that Matthew looks like this!
Point to the picture from the video.

Let’s work together to think
about how these two pictures
of Matthew are the same
and different.
3. Guide students in identifying
physical characteristics
of Matthew from the two images.
List the characteristics on
the graphic organizer.
Circle the characteristics that
are the same in the two images.
Then, review how the images
are the same and how they
are different.

Book

Video

• Old man

• Old man

• Gray hair

• Gray hair

• Going bald / less hair

• Lots of hair

• Mustache

• Mustache and beard

Purpose Statement
As we read Chapter 2, listen for words that tell us what Anne looks like. When we are done
reading, we will make a list of the words that describe Anne. Then, we will look at pictures
of Anne: one from the book and one from the video. We will think about how the pictures
are the same as the words from the story describe, and how they are different.

Read
Read Chapter 2 of the Conventional Level 7 book aloud OR listen to the audio presentation
located on the website lesson page. Stop no more than once to remind students that they
are reading to listen for words that describe what Anne looks like in the book.
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Apply
After Reading Task
Display the Apply Activity graphic organizer with headings and pictures.
Leave the columns below the first row blank, to be filled in during the activity.
1. Point to the first column. Work as a group to list the words that the author used to describe
Anne. Re-read the text from pg. 18 of the Level 7 novel (shown below) as needed to help
students review what they read.
Anne looked up at Matthew with pretty green eyes.
She had two, thick braids of red hair and lots of freckles on her face.
2. Work as a group to describe Anne as she is illustrated in the book. Write descriptive words /
phrases in the Book column. Then, identify and circle the words that represent the ways
that the book illustration is the same as the description in the text. Use the following questions
to guide your discussion.

Now, let’s look at this picture of Anne from our book.
• What does Anne look like in this picture?
• Does this picture of Anne look the same or different from what we read in the book?
3. Work as a group to describe Anne as she looks in the video. Write descriptive words / phrases
in the Video column. Then, identify and circle the words that represent the ways that the
character in the video is the same as the description in the text. Use the following questions
to guide your discussion.

Now, let’s look at the picture of Anne from the video.
• What does Anne look like in this picture?
• Does this picture of Anne look the same or different from what we read in the book?
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How does the author
describe Anne
in the book?

Book

Video

• Pretty green eyes

• Green eyes

• Can’t see the color
of her eyes

• Two, thick braids

• Two, thick braids

• Two, thick braids

• Red hair

• Orange / red hair

• Brown hair

• Lots of freckles

• Lots of freckles

• No freckles

4. Remind students about the differences between how a character may appear
in a reader’s mind, in book illustrations (pictures), and in a video.

Remember, we learned that good readers make pictures of characters in their minds.
We learned that different people make different pictures. Which picture of Anne
do you think best matches the picture that you make in your mind when you read the story?
Why?

Follow-up and Feedback
Return to the text to confirm answers and add more details to the graphic organizer.
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math lesson: Independent Practice
Domain | Time
Chapter 2: Marilla Is Surprised
Independent Practice
Purpose Statement
We are going to work independently to complete a time activity. Some of you are going to identify
our vocabulary words, before, during, and after. Some of you are going to identify times on a clock
and some of you are going to fill in the time on the clock. Knowing time helps us keep up with our
daily schedule.

Complete Independent Practice

Time
M1

• Recognizing differences in time

M2

• Before, during, and after

M3

• Telling time to the hour and half hour

M4

• Telling time to the minute

M5

• Use addition to determine the total amount of time
(in minutes) required

M6

• Use subtraction to determine the total amount of time
(in minutes) elapsed

Teacher Tip
Some M5 and M6 students may need additional support. Provide a physical
clock that students can use to find the time before writing it on their paper.
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Close Reading Lesson
Article with a Sidebar | Genetics and What Causes Freckles
Objective | Analyze a text to determine what it says explicitly.
Teacher Preparation
• Display the picture of Anne (as shown).

ANCHOR
Activate Background Knowledge
In our book, we read a description of Anne Shirley.
Then, we worked together to look at a picture from the book
and a picture from a video to see how those pictures matched
the words in our book. Let’s listen to what the book said
about Anne. Listen for words that tell what Anne looks like.
Anne looked up at Matthew with pretty
green eyes. She had two, thick braids
of red hair and lots of freckles on her face.
Work as a group to identify descriptive words and phrases
about Anne. Write words / phrases on the board or chart paper
as students share them.

Anchor Activity Images

Instructional Terms
article
a short piece of writing
like we find in a magazine
sidebar
text and pictures that help
us understand the article

When working with more Emergent readers,
read the description through from beginning to end.
Then, as you read the text a second time more slowly:
• Model identifying words that describe what Anne looks like
• Encourage students to signal (raise a hand, look up,
or give a thumbs up) when they hear words that describe
what Anne looks like.
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Purpose Statement

Circle the word freckles on the list.

The book tells us that Anne had lots of freckles on her face. What do freckles look like?
Pause for student responses.

Does anyone in our class have freckles?
Pause for student responses.

Today, we are going to read to answer the questions:
• What are freckles?
• Where do freckles come from?

Pass Out Close Reading Passage

READ

Keyword Glossary
freckles

Use the Successful Strategies adult tip sheets
to support instruction.

Freckles are little dark spots
on your skin.
genes

APPLY
We read to learn about freckles. Turn your page over
and let’s see what you learned. Don’t forget that you can
turn the page over to the front to find and check your answers!
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Genes tell our bodies
how to grow.
We get our genes
from our parents.
melanin
Melanin is something
in your skin that makes
your skin darker.
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MATH Video Lesson: Expressions & Equations
Domain | Expressions & Equations
Chapter 2: Marilla Is Surprised
Anchor
Purpose Statement
In this video, we will learn how to write an equation. An equation is a math sentence that shows that
two parts are equal. Watch the video to see the parts of an equation.

Watch
Discussion Questions
Let’s talk about the video.
1. What was the video about?
2. What was your favorite part?
3. Are the two sides of an equation equal or different?

Challenge Questions
(Use these if you think your students need additional questions to increase the length
of the lesson and overall complexity)
4. Think about an addition problem. In an addition problem, do we put things together or
take things apart?

5. A math sentence is another way to describe a what?
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Vocabulary Instruction
We have two new vocabulary words to learn for our math lesson.
The first word is different.
Hold up picture of different

Different means “not the same”.
Hold up the picture of the equals sign

The next word is equal. Equal means the same amount or the same
value. When things do not have the same amount or the same value,
we say that they are not equal.

SUMMARY QUIZ
Now, we are going to play a vocabulary game. Our vocabulary game includes our new math words.
It also includes some words from our last math lesson. First, I will give you some pictures. Then I will
say a word. I want you to find the right picture for each word. Ready?
Hold up the word before.

The first word is before. Find before.
Hold up the word different.

The next word is different. Find different.
Hold up the word during.

The next word is during. Find during.
Hold up the word equal.

The next word is equal. Find equal.
Hold up the word after.

The last word is after. Find after.
Great job! Remember, different means “not the same” and equal means the same amount or the
same value. When things do not have the same amount or the same value, they are not equal.
Challenge Activity
(Use these if you think your students need additional questions to increase the length of the lesson
and overall complexity)
Read a definition and have the students find the correct picture card. Example: Show me the picture
that means a number of people or things that are close together. The students would then select
the picture for group.
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Literature Comprehension Lesson
Chapter 3: Marilla Makes Up Her Mind
Comprehension Strategy | Identify the Meaning of Idioms
Objective | Determine the meaning of simple idioms.
Teacher Preparation
Apply Activity: Print one Idiom Matching Cards for every
two students (students will work in pairs or small groups)
and an additional sheet to display for the whole group.
Follow directions to cut activity sheet into sections.
Print on cardstock or heavy paper
to make it easier for students
to handle the various pieces.
Idiom Matching Cards

ANCHOR

Instructional Terms
identify

Activate Background Knowledge

to think and talk about something

1. Write these sentences containing simple idioms on the
board or chart paper. Underline the idioms. For example:
• I get butterflies in my stomach when I go to the dentist.
• I passed the test by the skin of my teeth.
• You will be in hot water if you come home late.

idiom
a group of words, or a phrase,
that has a different meaning
when used together than
the meaning of each word
when used alone

2. Let’s look at these sentences. I underlined some
of the words in each sentence. The parts that I underlined
are called idioms. The words in an idiom have a special meaning.
For example, when I say “I get butterflies in my stomach when I go to the dentist.”
I really mean that I get very nervous. I don’t really have butterflies in my stomach.
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3. Work as a group to decide on the meaning of the idioms in each of the remaining
sentences as follows:

I am going to read the next sentences with idioms. Then, I am going to give you two meanings
for the idiom. You signal (raise your hand, look up, or give me a thumbs up) when I say
the correct meaning for the idiom.
• “I passed the test by the skin of my teeth.”
Does the idiom, skin of my teeth, mean:
I have skin on my teeth. OR I got just enough answers right to pass the test.
• You will be in hot water if you come home late.
Does the idiom, in hot water, mean:
You will be in trouble. OR You will sit in hot water.
NOTE: If the group does not agree on the correct meaning, work with each option
to decide which one is correct.
4. You used what you already know to figure out, or identify, the meaning of each idiom.
Good readers identify the meaning of idioms to help them understand the other words
they are reading.

Purpose Statement
Write the following idioms on the board or chart paper:
• A hard life
• A lump in my throat
• Cry tears of happiness
• In a row
• Stick to the facts

In this chapter, the author uses several idioms. Read so that you can find the idioms
and answer the question, “What does each idiom mean in this story?”

Read
Read Chapter 3 of the Conventional Level 7 book aloud OR listen to the audio presentation
located on the website lesson page. Stop no more than once to remind students that they
are reading to find the idioms and tell what each idiom means within the story.
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Apply
After Reading Task
1. Divide students into pairs or small groups.
2. Hand out one set of Idiom Matching Cards to each pair
or small group.
3. Have students match each idiom to its definition.
4. As a whole group, have students share their chosen definitions
for each idiom. Read the text that includes each idiom
and discuss to verify students’ answers.
• “Everything looks wonderful, Marilla, but when I try to eat, a lump comes right up in my throat.
(pg. 30)
Anne doesn’t feel like eating because she is so sad it is hard for her to swallow.
• “I don’t have time to hear about dreams, Anne Shirley,” said Marilla. Just stick to the facts.”
(pg. 32)
Anne wanted to tell Marilla her dreams, but Marilla wanted Anne to just tell the things
that really happened.
• [Mr. and Mrs. Hammond] had three sets of twins in a row. (p. 34)
Mr. and Mrs. Hammond had three sets of twins in a row — one set after another.
• She was only 11, but she had had a hard life. Her parents had died when she was very young.
(pg. 35)
Marilla thought that Anne had a lot of bad things happen to her by the time
she was 11 years old.
• Anne looked at Matthew and Marilla Cuthbert and burst into tears, just as she had done
the day before. But this time, she was crying tears of happiness. (pg. 39)
Marilla told Anne that she could stay. Anne cried because she was so happy.

Follow-up and Feedback
Return to the text to confirm answers and add additional information you find there.
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math lesson: Hands-On Application
Domain | Expressions & Equations
Chapter 3: Marilla Makes Up Her Mind
ANCHOR
Activate Background Knowledge
1. Play video from previous lesson.
2. Write down the words different and equal on the board.
3. Remind the students about the meaning of different and equal:
a. Different: not the same.
b. Equal: the same amount, or the same value. When things have the same amount or
the same value, they are equal.
c. When things do not have the same amount or the same value, they are not equal.
4. On the board, write the equations 2 + 3 and 1 + 4

5. These two problems are different. Do you think the problems are equal or not equal?
6. Let’s solve the problems.
7. Work together as a class to solve the two problems. Use manipulatives as needed.
8. Talk about how the problems are different, but the solutions (answers) are the same (equal).
9. The answer to each problem is 5. So, we can say that the problems are equal. Remember, equal
means the same amount or the same value.

Purpose Statement
Let’s work together to find problems that are different but have the same solution.
Students work together, using the included visual, to create equations that are different, but equal.
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Apply
Different but Equal Activity
During this portion of the lesson, students are divided into four groups based on ability.
Differentiated instruction is delivered in small groups.

We are going to work together to make a math problem. Then, we are going to make another
problem that is different. But the answers to the problems will be the same. The two problems
will be different, but the answers will be the same or equal.
Group 1 (M1)
Students look at two groups of visuals (petals and leaves on the flower) and identify which group
has more.

Look at these two groups on the flower. Which group has more? Are there more leaves or more
petals?
Pick a number for the center of the flower. Count manipulatives to create a pile equal to the
center number. Create a second pile of manipulatives that is “more.”
Group 2 (M2-M3)
Pick a number between 8-12, and have the students write it in the center of the flower. Organize
manipulatives into a math problem (e.g. 5 manipulatives + 5 manipulatives). Have students count
out ten manipulatives then find a different way to organize the problem. Remind them that the
problem must be different while the answer is the same (equal). Write down the two ways to solve
the problem on a part of the flower.

Look at this problem. There is a group of five (name the manipulatives) and a group of five. How
many (name of manipulatives) are there altogether? Let’s count them.
Students join teacher in counting.

That’s right. There are ten (name of manipulatives) altogether. We can say that five and five are
ten. Now I want you to count out ten (name of manipulatives).
Pause for students to count out ten manipulatives. Check for correctness.

You counted out ten (name of manipulatives). Now, I want you to make a new problem. I want you
to make two groups of (name of manipulatives). Remember how I made two groups of (name of
manipulatives). One group had five and the other group had five.
I want you to make two groups in a different way. Who can do that?
Check for correctness.
Give an example.
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APPLY
That’s right! (Tyus) made two groups of (name of manipulatives). He has (eight) in one group
and (two) in another. (Tyus) has ten (name of manipulatives). The answer to his problem and the
answer to my problem are the same; the answers are equal, ten. We can say that my problem
and (Tyus’s) problem are equal. Let’s write these equations on our flowers.
Repeat until the flower is filled.
Group 3 (M4)
Pick a number between 10-15 and have the students write it in the center of the flower. Have
students use manipulatives to create an equation. Ask students to count out a second, equal set
of manipulatives and organize them in a different way. Write down the two ways to solve the
problem on a part of the flower.

We are going to use (name of manipulatives) to make a math problem. We call this kind of
math problem an ‘equation.’ Let me hear you say the word equation. First, put the (name of
manipulatives) into two groups.
Check for correctness.

Now, add together the two groups in your equation. How many do you have altogether?”
Check for correctness.

Let’s use the same number of (name of manipulatives), but let’s make a different equation. Make
two groups with a different number of (name of manipulatives) in each group.
Check for correctness.

We can say that both of the equations you made are equal. The answer to both equations is
the same, even though the groups of (name of manipulatives) are different. Let’s write these
equations on our flowers.
Repeat until the flower is filled.
Group 4 (M5-M6)
Pick a number (ex. 12, 15, 16, 18, 20) and have the students write it in the center of the flower.
Organize manipulatives into a math problem (e.g. 3 rows of 5 manipulatives). Have students work
to write and solve the problem.

We are going to use (name of manipulatives) to make a math problem. We call this kind of math
problem an ‘equation.’ Let me hear you say the word equation. First, I am going to put the (name
of manipulatives) into (five) groups. Each group has (four) (name of manipulative).
*complete the multiplication problem according to the number you have selected

Now, you are going to write out the equation and solve it.
(students can either write 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 or 5 x 4)
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We are going to use the same number of (name of manipulatives) to make a new math problem.
First, I am going to put the (name of manipulatives) into two groups, one at a time. How many
(name of manipulatives) are in each group? Now, you are going to write out the new equation and
solve it.
(students can either write 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 or 2 x10)

Let’s write these equations on our flowers.
Check for correctness.

Follow-Up
Share some of the equations students created by writing them on the board.

We worked together to create some equations that are different but equal. Don’t forget that
different means not the same and, equal means the same amount, or the same value. When things
do not have the same amount or value, they are not equal. Look at these equations we have on the
board. They are organized differently, but they are equal.
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Lesson 19

Close Reading Lesson
Claims and Evidence | Marilla has empathy for Anne
Objective | Identify evidence to support the claim an author makes.
ANCHOR

Instructional Terms
claim

Activate Background Knowledge
Imagine that you are standing at your locker. You see a new
student trying to open his locker. The student is having trouble
opening it. Another student is laughing at him and calling
him names. How would you feel if you were this student?
Pause for student responses.

When someone makes a claim,
they are saying something that
they want you to believe is true.
evidence
any information that causes
you to believe (or proves)
that something is true

Yes, you may feel embarrassed or <insert student answers>.
When you understand that student’s feelings and imagine
how you would feel in his place you are having empathy
for that student.

Purpose Statement
The author claims that Marilla has empathy for Anne. Marilla has empathy because
Anne has had a hard life. Let’s read to look for evidence that this claim is true.

Pass Out Close Reading Passage
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Lesson 19

Keyword Glossary
empathy

Use the Successful Strategies adult tip sheets
to support instruction.

When you have empathy
for someone, you are able
to understand and share
their feelings as if they
are your own feelings.

APPLY
The author claims that Marilla has empathy for Anne.
Marilla has empathy because Anne has had a hard life.
We read to find evidence—or prove—that this claim is true.
Turn the page over and let’s think about what we learned.
Remember that you can turn your page over to the front
to find and check your answers!
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Modified Cloze Maze Assessment
Transitional and Conventional Students (Levels 4-7)
Today you are going to re-read a passage from your graphic novel. When you come to a blank
line with three word choices below it, circle the word that makes the most sense to complete
the sentence. When you are finished, check your work by going back and reading the passage
again using the words you have circled.
Correct Answers /
Total # of Questions

Assessment
Level

Transitional Students (Level 3)
Today you are going to listen to a passage from your graphic novel.
There will be words missing from some of the sentences in the
passage. Your job is to listen to three words and choose the word
that makes the most sense to complete each sentence.
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Vocabulary Assessment
Emergent Students (Levels 1-2)
Today we are going to match some vocabulary
words to pictures from your graphic novel.
Your job is to listen to each word and choose
the picture that shows what that word means.

Correct Answers /
Total # of Questions

Assessment
Level
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Lesson 21

math lesson: Independent Practice
Domain | Expressions and Equations
Chapter 3: Marilla Makes Up Her Mind
Independent Practice
Purpose Statement
We are going to work independently to complete an activity on equations. Remember an equation
is a math sentence that shows two parts are equal. Some of you are going to identify more and less,
some of you are going to complete equations, and some of you are going to make new equations.
We are working with addition, put together, and subtraction, take away, equations.

Complete Independent Practice

Expressions & Equations
M1

• Create, compare, and combine sets

M2

• Addition/Subtraction
• Recognize symbolic patterns & sequences

M3

• Find unknown in addition or subtraction equation

M4

• Use properties of addition to create an equivalent
algebraic expression
• Recognize equivalent algebraic expressions

M5

• Determine the unknown in a multiplication or division equation
up to 5 x 5 or divisors up to 5

M6

• Solve simple algebraic equations

Teacher Tip
For M3 and M5 students, encourage students to proceed slowly, looking carefully
at each of the three choices. Remind students that the three choices are similar,
so students should look for small differences.
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